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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the way, students come from every quarter, and after host and guest have

met, a student will take the measure of the teacher before him with a phrase.    Some tricky words
are picked out by the student and thrown at the corner of the teachers moth.    “Let’s see if you
can understand this!” he says.    If you recognize it to be a device, you seize it and fling it into a
pit.    Whereupon the student quits down, then asks the teacher to say something.    
As before the teacher robs him of his attitude.    The student says, ‘What superlative wisdom!    A
great teacher , indeed!”    To which you instantly retort, “You can’t even tell good from bad!”
Or a teacher may take out a bunch of stuff and play with it in front of a student.    The later, hav-
ing seen through this, makes himself master every time and doesn’t fall for the humbug.    Now
the teacher reveals the half of his body, whereupon the student gives a shout.    Again the teacher
tries to rattle the student by suing all sorts of expressions having to do with differentiation.    ‘You
can’t tell good from bad, you old shavepate!’ exclaims the student.    And the teacher with a sigh
of admiration, says, ‘Ah, a true follower of the way!”

I’ve spoken over and over again during this sesshin about this activity of the source, this
activity which produces all things and is    the content of all things, how this activity is a cyclic
process involving two aspects, an aspect that we could call if you wish plus and minus, positive
and negative, or if you want you can refer to it as tatha-gata, thus going, tatha-agata thus coming,
or you could refer to it as affirmation and negation, any kind of words that you want to use.    In
Zen we interpret what people call the objective and we study it in terms of it being in fact the ac-
tivity of expansion.    The activity of expansion means the activity of affirmation.    It means the
activity of life.    It means the activity that forms male.    And likewise what people call the sub-
jective side in Zen we fathom in terms of it in fact being the activity of contraction.    That is to
say the activity of the negation of existence, the activity of the thus coming.    The activity which
forms the female.    So when you see in Zen works the word subjective which in the literal Chi-
nese is host, when you see that word you have to understand that this always refers to the activity
of contraction, the activity of negation, the activity which forms woman.    And likewise when
you see the word “objective,” which we use the Chinese character guest, the objective world al-
ways refers to the activity    of expansion, the affirmation of existence, the activity that forms
male.    In other words tatha-gata, the thus going.

The important thing to bear in mind though is that the terms tatha-gata and tatha-agata,
these technical terms refer to the actual pure process itself, the pure process as it exists at the
source, the pure activity of expansion, the activity of contraction.    Those of us that are engaged
in this practice must contemplate very well the state of the source.    The state of the source is the
state wherein the positive and the negative, the male and the female if you will, share a single
room, and inside that unique room, that singularity, they unite, and come into contrast over and
over again.    I’ve explained this so many times so that you will be able to clearly contemplate
this reality

Now of course the one who does the contemplation is a self.    In other words a human be-
ing that has evolved the consciousness to think.    You have to be careful, because it is a self that
contemplates.    If you say that I have experienced the oneness of subject and object, or I have
seen God, then you risk being laughed at by the Roshi.    

According to the teachings of Buddhism, these activities of going and coming, this peri-
odic process, are what is the primordial state.    They never change in the sense that their funda-
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mental character is always the same.    In other words to speak in tangible terms, the activity of
life and the activity of death are the primordial activities that create this world, and because of
their primordial nature, they never change, neither to they have to appear in any particular way.    

I’ve explained many times how it is that a self arises from the source.    Now the state of
the source has as its content this doing, the doing of the going and coming coming together, and
coming into a state of contrast over and over again.    Becoming one and then polarizing. So the
state of the source is a state of action.    Now this activity of the source could be described as the
underlying activity of things which in Japanese is called “ri, 理,” and because of its primordial
nature it does not act out of will or desire, neither does it ever get tired.    So in contemplating the
activity of the source, you can’t really experience it or get it directly unless you allow the self to
dissolve.    

And the reason that I’ve explained over and over again how it is that the self comes into
existence, is because I want you to be able to contemplate it as it is.    How it is that the activity
of the source doesn’t merely contrast but actually splits apart, and when the going and coming
actually separate, then the going and coming disappear, and in their place there appears past,
present , and future.    And when this happens the tatha-gata, the thus going half of the process, is
no longer in its primordial pure state, but rather takes the material form, the thing that we call fu-
ture.    And like wise the tatha-agata, or thus coming half of the process is no longer in its pure
state because it’s given birth to that self and so it appears as the thing that we call past.    And
then, at that moment, in between past and future is born the world called the present.    

And that present is the beginning of a self, and that present receives in equal measure
both the activity of going and the activity of coming,    That is to say both the activities of future
and past.    Now, for someone that has only practiced maybe two or three years what I’m talking
about might not seem very relevant, but if you really want to understand how it is that the self
comes into existence, and how it is that the self disappears, then you have to be able to contem-
plate what I’m talking about with crystal clarity.    As I always point out, this thing called the
present appears as present by receiving in equal measure both the going and the coming activity.
In other words the self contains both male and female.

And at that time the tatha-gata, or thus going, is not the pure tatha-gata, but appears in the
tangible form of a physical father.    And likewise the thus coming, the tatha-agata still does the
activity of coming, but incompletely so, and therefore appears in the form of a physical mother,
appears as past.    So the world in which we live is a world of past, present, and future, that comes
about through both going and coming.    This is what I want you to contemplate without error.
What I’m asking of you is those of you that have practiced for a number of years, this issue is
going to become relevant to you, although it may not be relevant in the initial couple of years of
practice, so please contemplate this, see this.    So the state of the source cannot be seen.    This
world that we see comes about in the way I have described so you should be able to more or less
get the idea.

Now, we could go into endless detail, but the basic thing to remember is that this world of
past, present, and future does not go on forever.    You may think that this world goes on and on
and on, but it disappears in an instant.    And we have to likewise be able to contemplate without
mistake how it is that this threefold world disappears.    

Now, the self is the present.    In other words what we mean by an existing being is the
present.    Now this present does not appear having the complete activity of going and coming.
But this present can go through a process of completion, of maturation, by making connection,
forming a relationship with future and past, forming a relationship with father and mother.    And
as soon as that self has completely internalized both its father and its mother, then it instantly re-
turns to the state of the source, wherein there is only the going and coming.    It’s very very chal-
lenging, I understand, to contemplate what I’m talking about.    When we talk about growing up,
when we talk about maturing, what is the absolutely necessary thing for that process of growing
up and maturing to take place, is to make as one’s content the activity of father and mother, the
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activity of going and coming.    
Now, the plus and the minus are different in nature, but they are identical in their power,

their strength, their force.    In other words, male and female have a different character.    But they
are absolutely identical in terms of their strength.    And this why it is necessary to have equality
of the genders.    So in order to internalize both the activity of father and the activity of mother
one has to be able to make a simultaneous relationship with both mother and father, and I think
this concept, this point, is unique to Buddhism, and not taught in other religions.    In other words
you can’t first make a relationship with father, and then make a relationship with mother.    Be-
cause if you first make a connection with father, then make a relationship with mother, it will
lead to conflict, argument among the parents.    So, the just born one has to be able to simultane-
ously connect with mother and father.

But, the just born one is very weak, doesn’t have much power.    So it cannot take the ini-
tiative in making a relationship with mother and father so as to internalize mother and father.    So
it must exist in a state of surrender to its parents.      And to use a technical term from Buddhism,
this is what is referred to by the expression “tariki 他力,” meaning the “other power.”    In other
words the infant, when one is still young, one relies on the other power of one’s parents in order
to carry one in the process of maturation.    And the only way that this can be achieved is for the
just born one to divide itself into two, graciously returning the going that it received from father
to father, and graciously returning the coming that it received from mother back to mother.    

So the self then disappears.    We call this the experience of the dissolution of self.    In
other words, the practice of the path of no ego.    So, practicing this path of no self, one connects
simultaneously with mother and father.      Now, when one connects with father,  what kind of
world appears.    The self disappears.    Father disappears, and there is only the pure doing.    And
when you connect with mother,  what happens?      Mother disappears, the self disappears, and
there is only the pure activity, (Roshi coughs) like this .    And through this simultaneous connect-
ing, there is instantly brought about once again the state of the source, but this time a new state
of the source.    Isn’t it true?    When there is only going and coming that’s the state of the source
again.     A world without will or desire.      You could call it heaven.    You could call it God’s
world.    You could call it enlightenment.    Don’t expect to be able to experience heaven without
the self first dissolving.

And then a new world of the source appears, called the source at stage two.    And from
that source, somewhere in the process of going and coming, cyclicly doing their activities, once
again, past, present, and future worlds separate out.    And from that once again the self dissolves
and the state of the source called stage three appears.    And by repeating this process over and
over  and over  again,  eventually  there  comes about  a  state  of  oneness  of  subject  and object
wherein there is no need to further seek the completing process of the self.    At that point the
source has opened like a total, complete flower.    And that state, that total opening like a flower
of the source being fully opened, is the state wherein the is no need to do anymore of the thing
called the activity of life.    So this could be described as the state of having transcended life.
But there is no transcendence.    It’s just that the state of ultimate expanse has been reached.    You
can’t go beyond life and death, because life and death are eternal, they are what make this world.

And so what happens then is that the minus activity takes the initiative, and the process of
returning to the source begins.    And the self that appears at that time is a self that is under the in-
fluence of the minus activity, and knows, “My job is to die.”    The experience that I’m describing
here you can understand if you’ve ever been a mother.    And when the ultimate contraction, the
ultimate shrinkage has been reached then one reaches the point where there is no need to die any-
more.    So through the process of life taking the initiative a self appears that doesn’t need to live
anymore, and through the process of death taking the initiative a self appears that doesn’t need to
die amymore.    And if you contemplate it like this you’ll come to realize yes indeed this is how it
works.    So in our process of life and death absolutely inevitably we will come to the ultimately
large.    We will also come to the ultimately small.    
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Absolutely inevitably we will pass through a stage where we achieve the ultimate large-
ness, that achieving the ultimate largeness could be describd as manifesting oneself as the cosmic
Buddha.    Inevitably the state wherein one manifests oneself as the very cosmos itself is reached.
And that could be described as the state wherein you don’t need to live anymore.    People talk
alot about salvation.    This is what salvation actually means.

And conversely, through the minus activity there will inevitably come about a self that
doesn’t need to shrink anymore, that doesn’t need to die anymore.    This is what is meant by the
state of liberation.    So the state of the self, the situation of the self, is to alternate back and forth
between salvation and liberation.    So, one must look back and contemplate this fundamental ac-
tivity.    

Now, in the state of the source there is only the effortless activity itself.    That’s libera-
tion.    That liberation state of the source is the state of the source that comes about when the mi-
nus takes the initiative.    Now when that state is reached the minus can rest.    When the minus
rests then the plus once again takes the initiative to create the world of the source.    So, some-
times the plus takes the initiative in order to create the state of the source, and when that happens
the minus follows along with the plus.    This aspect called woman following man, man follwing
woman, this is a very complicated thing, it is not a simple thing.    

When the ultimate expanse has been reached, then the plus rests, and the minus wakes up.
Only when you have seen what I’m talking about here with crystal clarity do you have the right
to use words like salvation and liberation.    I see in newspapers all srts of brazen accounts of
people that talk about being saved by God, being saved by Buddha.    When I see things like this I
think, “What superficial nonesense.”    People write all kinds of things about how God or the
Buddha saved them.    You save yourself.    And the one that causes people suffering is not the
devil, it’s you.    When you understand what I’m talking about you wont be able to glibbly say, “I
was saved by God.”

And in this process of ultimately large and ultimately small inevitably we encounter what
could be described as the cosmic Buddha, Mahavairocanna, and we also encounter in the ulti-
mately small the Buddha called the immovable one, or “Fudo 不動” in Japanese, Achalanata.
Both Mahavairocanna, and Achalanata are both strong.    ANd one eventually comes to under-
stand that when you manifest yourself completely as subject and object all there is is going and
coming.    Sometimes you stand in the position of subject.    At that time the self exists as an ob-
ject.    Sometimes you manifest in the future.    SOmetimes you manifest in the past.    SOmetimes
you manifest inthe present.    And there can be no fixation there.    Because the present inevitably
connects with past, connects with future.    The self disappears and there is just going and com-
ing.    

So in this process inevitably, without will one manifests as the going, without will one
manifests as the coming.    And likewise, inevitably, in this process one will come to manifest the
cosmic Buddha, Mahavairoccana, and the BUddha that we call in Japanese Fudo, the immovable
one, Achalanata in Sanskrit.    

I’ve had the experience when I was a little boy in Japan, your playing and your up to
some mischief, an adult comes and says, “What are you doing!”      THe children think, “Oh!
Fudo!” who is very frightening looking if you’ve ever seen the image of Fudo, “Oh, this  is
Fudo!” and they’re freaked out and they run away.    This way that children are scared in Japan,
looking upon the adult as this archetypical Fudo, I don’t think this kind of experience exists in
other religions.    Likewise, there the children when they want to rest, when they’re done playing
they say, “Let’s go back to Amitaba the Buddha of the west.”    In other words for the little chil-
dren in Japan these architypical Fudo, the cosmic Buddha Mahavairoccana, and the savior Bud-
dha of the west Amitaba, are looked upon as sort of our friends and acquantances.    So you can
understand, whether it’s God or a devil, whether it’s heaven or earth, whether it’s east or west,
it’s none other than your self.    And if you are able to manifest the wisdom that understands that
then you’ll be able to understand what we’ve read today.    So thta’s all for today, we’ll get into
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the main part of the text tomorrow.        
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